Brown Norway rats (BN, BN/NHsdMcwi) are profoundly resistant to developing acute kidney injury (AKI) following ischemia reperfusion. To help define the genetic basis for this resistance, we used consomic rats, in which individual chromosomes from BN rats were placed into the genetic background of Dahl SS rats
Introduction
Physicians who care for acutely ill people have long observed that individual patients, with otherwise similar co-morbidities, have differential susceptibility to develop acute renal failure (ARF) or acute kidney injury (AKI) (1) . This well-recognized phenomenon raises the question of whether an underlying genetic background may significantly affect an individual's susceptibility or resistance to developing AKI brought on by a specific insult.
Ischemia reperfusion (I/R) injury is a frequent cause of clinical AKI and therefore has been commonly used in rats and mice to model the pathophysiology of acute kidney injury. A complex interaction of pathophysiological pathways influences the severity of I/R induced AKI, such as pathways that affect cellular oxidant stress, metabolism, inflammation, immune cell activation, cell death and vascular tone (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) . In addition, the activation of cell stress response factors (e.g. Hmox1, Hif1a and heat shock proteins) may protect against ischemic injury and are thought to mediate, in part, ischemic preconditioning (7) (8) (9) (10) (11) (12) (13) (14) (15) (16) . Clearly, diverse biochemical and physiological pathways integrate to generate the final profile of renal injury in response to I/R. Differences in the sensitivity to injury between rodent strains provide the potential for a powerful experimental system to study allelic contributions to kidney injury. Previously, our group identified the Brown Norway rat (BN/NHsdMcwi) as strongly resistant to renal damage induced by I/R (17) . Independently, another group has shown that BN rats have reduced inflammatory responses and accelerated healing following I/R relative to Sprague Dawley rats (18) . In our initial study, BN rat kidneys had higher basal levels of inducible heat shock proteins (HSP) compared with the unprotected strain (17) . However, it is unlikely that the modestly increased HSP expression is the sole contributing factor that conveys protection in the BN kidney. Indeed, Nilikantan et al., demonstrated a favorable profile of antioxidant proteins in BN rat kidneys (19) , and Saenz-Morales et al., demonstrated attenuated pro-inflammatory gene expression in the kidney and in circulating cells following I/R in BN vs SD rats (18) . Taken together, multiple pathways affected by the unique genetic background of the BN likely work in concert to afford the profound resistance to injury observed in this strain.
One way to determine the genetic contribution to disease severity has been to make use of a chromosomal substitution paradigm in which one chromosome from an inbred disease resistant strain is introgressed into the background of an alternate inbred, disease prone strain (20) . The feasibility of this approach was verified when a panel of consomic rats was developed by introgressing individual chromosomes from the normotensive BN/Mcwi rat strain into the genetic background of the Dahl SS strain (SS/JrHsdMcwi), which exhibits salt sensitive hypertension. These consomic strains were initially developed to validate linkage studies identifying QTLs in a chromosomal region. This strategy provides a strain to test the functional role of two sets of alleles within a narrowed genomic region, an entire chromosome in this case. Although the use of consomics fails to validate all QTLs, the ability to run groups of genetically identical animals may be advantageous when measuring traits with some physiological variability.
While it is unlikely that a complex trait is attributable to a single allelic difference, differences in complex traits can be observed by substitution of single chromosomes using this strategy (20) . For example, substitution of individual chromosomes of the Dahl SS rat can attenuate the severity of hypertension and proteinuria (21) . Once so defined, informative consomic strains can be used to generate congenic strains to narrow the region of interest on a chromosome and facilitate positional cloning of candidate genes. Recently this strategy was used to define regions on chromosome 13 which can attenuate the development of hypertension in Dahl S rats (22) .
Our hypothesis, then, was that the dramatic resistance to ischemic renal injury observed in BN rats is the result of contributions from multiple BN alleles present on separate chromosomes. The goal of this study was to identify protective BN alleles using the two allele system available through the SSxBN consomic panel and the model of ischemia induced renal injury. We found differential susceptibility to I/R injury in several distinct consomic SS-BN lines, suggesting multiple alleles on separate chromosomes influence the susceptibility to injury in the SS rat, and the full profound resistance to AKI in the BN rat.
Results
Dahl SS/Mcwi salt-sensitive rats (SS) were utilized as the background strain for the generation of a panel of consomic rats, by introgressing individual chromosomes from the AKI-resistant BN/Mcwi (BN) (20) . We studied this consomic panel to define which specific BN chromosomes carried genes that afford protection against renal I/R injury. When subjected to 45 minutes of renal ischemia then allowed to recover for 24 hours, SS rats develop significant AKI as illustrated by the marked rise in the level of serum creatinine to ~ 4.1 ± 0.2 mg · dl -1 . This level of serum creatinine is similar to that which we previously reported using this model of I/R injury for the commonly studied, outbred Sprague-Dawley rat (17) . Important to highlight, these results derive from multiple cohorts spread out over a 5-year period as consomic strains became available. The individual mean of each surgical cohort of the parental SS strain was always between 3.5 mg · dl -1 and 4.5 mg · dl -1 and remained consistent over the study period. By comparison, and as we previously reported, the rise in serum creatinine in the BN rat subjected to the same ischemic insult was significantly less profound at 24 hours of reperfusion (1.3 ± 0.1 mg · dl -1 , Figure 1 ). This resistance to injury in BN rats also remained stable across all surgical cohorts over the 5 year study period, with no cohort manifesting a mean 24 hr creatinine > 1.6 mg · dl -1 .
All consomic strains showed sensitivity to I/R induced injury that was significantly greater than the BN-parental strain (P < 0.05, by ANOVA). Most of the consomic strains had equivalent or worse AKI, as measured by serum Cr, as the parental SS strain. However, several consomic strains manifested renal insufficiency following I/R that was intermediate between the ischemia susceptible SS and the resistant BN parental strains. Consomic animals from nine different BN chromosome substitutions showed a statistically significant reduction in serum creatinine level at 24 hours reperfusion relative to the parental SS strain subjected to the same ischemic insult. Nine consomic strains (SS-7 BN , SS-X BN , SS-8 BN , SS-4 BN , SS-15 BN , SS-3 BN , SS-10 BN , SS-6 BN , and SS-5 BN ) had mean serum creatinine values less than 3.0 mg · dl -1 at 24 hours recovery, but no strain had serum creatinine values less than 2.5 mg · dl -1 . Therefore, all of the protected consomic strains showed only partial protection against ischemia induced AKI when compared with the dramatic protection observed in the parental BN strain. To ensure the phenotypic stability of the protected consomic strains, animals from each of these strains were evaluated at intervals ranging between 18 months and 5 years, with most of the consomic strains studied over 4-5 years; in each instance, the partial protection remained stable through the course of the study (not shown).
Randomly selected samples of kidney tissue from both protected and non-protected groups were processed for analysis of renal histology after I/R. Figure 2 illustrates representative periodic acid Schiff stained tissues from the susceptible parental strain SS and the ischemia resistant parental strain BN. SS rats show evidence of significant necrotic debris in the lumen of corticomedullary tubules (Figure 2A , indicated by *). A large percentage of severely damaged tubules was prominent in the outer medulla (89 ± 2%), as well as the renal cortex (36 ± 5%)( Figure 2G ). By contrast, the BN rat kidney was largely resistant to damage; following I/R, BN rat kidneys demonstrated largely intact brush border staining ( Figure 2B , white arrow) and a significantly lower percentage of tubules with severe damage (< 5%, Figure 2G ).
We also examined three consomic strains with a high resistance to injury (SS-7 BN , SS-8 BN , SS-4 BN ; Figure 2D , E, F) and one consomic strain that was susceptible to injury (SS-1 BN ; Figure 2C ). The partially protected consomic strains showed an intermediate level of damage relative to the parental strains. In these protected consomic animals, there is found intact but dedifferentiated cells in tubules containing cellular debris (see thick black arrows in figure 2, D and F) but also the appearance of intact brush border staining remaining in adjacent tubules (white arrows). Although tubular damage and necrotic debris was present in the protected strains (indicated by * in Figure 2 ), the percent of damaged tubules was significantly less than parental SS rats ( Figure 2G ). In contrast, the tubule damage associated with the injury prone SS-1 BN consomic strain was highly similar to the parental SS strain, with little evidence of intact brush border staining ( Figure 2 , B and C), and a similar percentage of damaged tubules ( Figure 2G ).
In order to identify potential alleles that may affect significantly the course of ischemiareperfusion induced AKI, the identified chromosomes were subjected to further in silico analysis using available gene and quantitative trait loci (QTL) annotations and ontology enrichment tools (see methods section). Figure 3 summarizes the process used to narrow the list of candidate genes contained on the BN rat chromosomes found to be protective. The first step (Fig. 3A) limited the genes on each protective chromosome (X, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 10, 15) for three disease ontology terms (reperfusion injury, ischemia, kidney disease). Chromosomes 4 and 10 contained the largest number of genes (104 and 99, respectively) with DO annotations for the three terms. The second step (Fig. 3B ) identified renal function QTL for each protective chromosome. Chromosome 6 contains the largest number of renal function QTL, a total of 18, although all protective chromosomes had at least one renal function QTL mapped. The third step (Fig. 3C ) used the intersection of genes that were contained within the renal function QTL and also had a disease annotation for reperfusion injury, ischemia, and kidney disease which reduced the number of candidate genes to 36 (listed in Fig. 3D ). The full gene names corresponding to the abbreviations in Figure 3D is provided in Table 1 . These candidate genes are shown in full genome view with overlapping QTL in Figure 4 . Further prioritization of the candidate genes is possible through review of the renal function QTL that overlap with the intersection of genes annotated with reperfusion injury, ischemia, and kidney disease since these QTLs were mapped using a variety of inbred strains and under different experimental conditions (e.g. control conditions, high salt diet, L-NAME administration, unilateral nephrectomy).
Discussion
Because of the significant clinical impact of AKI, research efforts have focused on defining individual and specific pathways that either promote or prevent renal injury, which might then be exploited to impose resistance to AKI. Studies of the injury process using in vivo and in vitro models have provided a number of potential pathways to target, including those that affect vasoconstriction, inflammation, cell metabolism, and pathways to necrotic or apoptotic cell death (2-6). Experimental models designed to investigate the role of specific genes typically use transgenic over-expression or null-mutation strategies. Another approach has been to use models of ischemic, chemical, or heat preconditioning to identify candidate genes thought to afford resistance to injury.
We chose an alternate method to identify pathways potentially protective against ischemia induced AKI, by taking advantage of the natural differences in susceptibility found in different inbred rat strains. Baker et al., demonstrated that isolated hearts from different rat strains had differential sensitivity to ischemia. That hearts from BN rats were more resistant to injury than other strains suggested a genetic component of resistance to ischemia (23) . Similarly, we discovered that BN rats have profound intrinsic resistance to renal I/R injury when compared with the commonly studied Sprague-Dawley rat (17) . In that study, we also found that BN rat kidneys have higher basal levels of HSP25 and HSP72, stress proteins implicated in the cytoprotection seen in preconditioning models (24) (25) (26) (27) (28) , but this is not likely to be the sole reason that the BN rat has such profound resistance to renal injury. Rather, we suspected that several factors regulated by the unique BN genome work together to mediate resistance to injury.
In the current study, we screened a consomic rat panel as described by Cowley et al., (20) so as to define where alleles that contribute to the intrinsic resistance against renal I/R injury could be found within the BN genome. The availability of this unique resource, which was originally generated to define the genetic differences contributing to renal function and blood pressure regulation (20) , allowed us to investigate sensitivity to renal I/R using a similar approach. A critical feature that enables this approach is that the inbred parental strains used to generate the consomic panel display a wide and consistent difference in the phenotype being investigated. In this case, the background SS strain used in the current study shows a strong susceptibility to renal I/R that is similar to the commonly studied outbred Sprague Dawley rat, while BN rats display remarkable resistance to injury [ Figure 1 and reference (17) ].
In these studies, we attempted to minimize the influence of blood pressure by using Dahl S rats maintained on low salt diet. Although these animals do not elicit the dramatic levels of hypertension relative to those on high salt (mean arterial pressure ~170 mm Hg), Dahl S rats on low salt do have higher blood pressures than BN rats (MAP ~ 124 mm Hg vs. ~ 110 mm Hg in BN rats) (21) . Whether these differences might contribute to the sensitivity to I/R injury is not known. Nevertheless, the susceptibility of SS rats to AKI does not appear to be explained by blood pressure and salt-sensitivity for the following reasons. First, the level of injury in SS rats is essentially the same as that found in the normotensive SD outbred strain of rat that is routinely used in these I/R studies. Second, the SS-13 BN consomic rat, which displays MAP levels nearly equivalent to BN rats and does not show salt sensitive hypertension (20) , is completely sensitive to I/R, with a level of AKI exactly the same as the parental SS (see figure 1) .
Were a single allele responsible for resistance to injury in BN rats, a lone consomic strain would likely have shown resistance to I/R similar to the parental BN strain. However, no single consomic strain displayed the full resistance to renal injury seen in the parental BN strain, while several BN consomic lines manifested partial protection. Even the most protected consomic strains still developed significant injury (e.g. strains SS.BN 7 , SS.BN 8 , SS.BN 4 ), suggesting that no single genetic element is responsible for the strong protection against renal injury observed in BN rats. Rather, the resistance to injury appears to be mediated by the contribution of multiple different alleles, on separate chromosomes. The functional differences conveyed by these discrete alleles likely work in concert to provide the full protection observed in the parental BN strain. In context of the view that AKI is a multifactorial disease, where multiple processes mediate the pathogenesis, our findings, therefore, are not surprising.
An important feature of the present study is that it begins the process of mapping the genomic location of rat alleles that contribute either resistance or susceptibility to AKI following an ischemic insult. Since both the rat and human genome are fully sequenced, further defining pertinent alleles in the rat model of AKI has several potential future benefits. First, identifying genes that affect outcome following I/R injury, which heretofore were not known to be involved in this disease process, could provide new potential therapeutic targets. Second, defining more precisely the complex of genes that affect outcome could eventually lead to studies seeking to identify susceptible patients prior to a procedure that puts them at risk for AKI. Third, knowing a particular genetic susceptibility for an individual patient might then allow a targeted therapy to prevent or ameliorate AKI in that individual.
To date, several studies have already suggested that genes associated with discrete biochemical pathways may contribute to the severity of AKI in different patient populations. For example, in the setting of kidney transplantation, donor kidneys with a TLR4 loss-offunction allele contained less TNFα, less MCP-1, more heme oxygenase 1 (Hmox1) and exhibited a higher rate of immediate graft function (29) . Interestingly, in the current study, Basile et TLR4 was identified as a potential candidate on chromosome 5. In another study, variation in a catalase allele and serum catalase activity was associated with a difference in outcome of patients in the ICU setting (30) , suggesting that the intrinsic antioxidant defense pathways of individuals influence AKI. Finally, another study showed that genetic polymorphisms in HSP-72, specifically, the Hsp72 1267-GG allele, may increase the risk of acute kidney injury in low birth weight neonates (31) . Studies of these genes in humans were driven by prior knowledge of specific pathophysiology of the disease process defined in basic science studies. We propose that bioinformatic analytical approaches combined with a genetic model of resistance to ischemic renal injury may identify new candidate genes that can then be explored in patients as potential predictors of risk to develop AKI.
With those considerations, further effort to define allelic variations that significantly affect the development and outcome of AKI is warranted. Several approaches to achieve this goal could be productive. One approach is to use breeding strategies, with protected consomic lines identified in the current study, to narrow genomic regions of interest with the goal to identify candidate genes involved in the disease process. This allows development of congenic strains with narrowed regions of interest on a specific chromosome, which can then be phenotyped in a manner similar to the consomic panel that we studied (20, 22) . While potentially quite informative, this method involves an extended effort of breeding and genotyping to narrow the regions of interest, followed by phenotyping to determine whether there is effect on this complex disease process. Since our current results implicate several chromosomes containing genes of interest, developing congenic and congenic substrains to define the pertinent genes of interest would be challenging, due to the number of lines needed to cover nearly half of the genome.
For this reason, we sought here to begin narrowing the range of possible genes of interest using in silico analysis, from which the information gleaned may provide reasonable targets for future additional analysis. Although more than 15,000 genes are on the nine chromosomes that confer protection from ischemic injury in the BN strain, information about many of these genes can be obtained using a variety of genomic data sets. The current strategy was to use curated data and studies investigating similar disease mechanisms, which significantly limits the genomic regions of interest. One potentially significant drawback to this strategy is that the results are restricted to published and curated data, thus limiting the power of the results if no data has been published related to the gene or the role of the gene in certain diseases. Finally, our analysis required that genes lie within a renal function QTL, substantially limiting the number of genes identified.
Thus, the strategy employed here was conservative and could miss genes that might well be very pertinent to the disease process. For example, rat chromosome 7 that we found to be the most protected consomic strain, contains the gene for the transcription factor Hsf1, which regulates induction of all stress inducible heat shock proteins including HSP 72 and 25. Both of these stress proteins, regulated by Hsf1, have been extensively studied in this model of renal injury and have been implicated in some studies as affording protection against ischemia (24) (25) (26) (27) (28) . Furthermore, the relationship of HSF-1 activation to cellular processes triggered by renal ischemia has also been described in several reports (1, 32, 33 Nevertheless, the current strategy identified 36 alleles with the potential to modify the renal response to I/R injury, with many of these genes having obvious prior implications in the I/R process. Specifically, genes related to vasoreactivity (ACE, Nos3), inflammation (Nos2, ICAM, Il6, Cxcl12, Ccl2, Ccl5), tissue injury (MMP9, Timp4) and cytoresistance (Hif1a) were all identified using this screening approach. Such a list generated by this or alternative in silico analysis, not only emphasizes the contributory role of these genes in the pathogenesis of AKI, but also imply that naturally occurring variants may modulate the severity of AKI in patients.
In summary, we have shown that the BN genome contains discrete elements that ameliorate the degree of kidney injury following I/R. No single genetic element appears to be responsible for the profound resistance to injury observed in BN rats. Full protection against ischemic injury in the BN rat likely is from multiple beneficial alleles working in concert, and we have identified the chromosomes on which those alleles appear to reside. This unique genetic model of profound resistance to injury, combined with currently available genetic database tools, can identify candidate genes with the potential to mediate heritable protection against AKI. This information should be exploited further to investigate multigenetic factors modulating development of AKI in animal models, and then to translate this knowledge into clinical studies evaluating the genetic basis both of risk to develop AKI and of the severity of AKI once established.
Methods

Animals
Care of the rats before and during the experimental procedures was conducted in accordance with the policies of the National Institutes of Health Guide for the Care and Use of Laboratory Animals. All protocols had received prior approval by the Institutional Animal Care and Use Committees at the Medical College of Wisconsin Experiments were performed on inbred lines of SS/JrHsdMcwi (Dahl salt-sensitive rats), BN/NHsdMcwi (BN), and a panel of consomic rats. The consomic rat lines were derived from inbred BN and SS rats as previously described (34, 35) . The consomic rat panel consisted of individual rat strains in which each of the 20 autosomes as well as the X and Y chromosomes from the BN rat were transferred onto the SS genetic background. The consomic strains are formally designated as SS-Chr n BN /Mcwi (SS-n BN throughout the text), where n designates the substituted chromosome (e.g., SS-1 BN /Mcwi, SS-2 BN /Mcwi, etc). In one of the strains, SS-8 BN /Mcwi, the entire chromosome was not transferred from the BN to the SS, resulting in a congenic strain rather than a consomic strain. In this strain, greater than 70% of the BN chromosome 8 was transferred to the SS/Mcwi genetic background, specifically in the region indicated by the markers D8rat163-D8rat81. Therefore, this strain is referred to properly as SS.BN-(D8rat163-D8rat81)/Mcwi.
The breeders of each strain were maintained on chow containing 0.4% NaCl obtained from Harlan Teklad (3075S, Madison, WI) and the weaned animals were maintained on standard rat chow containing 0.4% NaCl prior to surgery. Surgery was performed on male rats, age 8-12 weeks, weighing 200 -250 g between the time of 0900 and 1200.
Surgical procedures-Acute kidney injury was induced by bilateral ischemia reperfusion injury to the kidneys by clamping the renal pedicle for 45 minutes using a surgical approach that has been described previously under anesthesia induced ketamine (100 mg · kg -1 ) and pentobarbital (25-50 mg · kg -1 ) (17). To minimize experimental variation, only two individuals contributed to the surgeries comprising this study group. A total of 268 rats were used for these studies. Of these 43 were of the parental strains (20 for SS, and 23 for BN), and the remaining 225 rats were of the various 22 different consomic strains. Based on the availability of these strains as they were being generated, the surgeries to induce AKI were spread out over a 5-year period of time. Repeated measurements of both parental strains were routinely included to ensure that the level of injury remained consistent over time. Both parental strains showed the same level of susceptibility (SS strain) and resistance (BN strain) to injury at the beginning and the end of this 5-year window. Typically, during any surgical session, up to 2-4 rats from different consomic strains would be evaluated in parallel. The final N, then, was between 4-22 animals per strain. Typically, the higher N for a particular consomic strain is due to repeated surgical sessions to strengthen statistical power, when the initial results indicated that a particular strain displayed some level of protection against AKI. Thus, results for the most promising strains derive from a larger N and more than one surgical session that showed consistent results. The higher N for the parental SS and BN strains resulted from routine inclusion of each strain throughout the course of the study to confirm ongoing and unchanging ischemia susceptible and resistant parental phenotypes, respectively. This approach ensured that observed differences in susceptibility to I/R injury between consomic strains were not due to variations in surgical technique over the course of repetitive sessions. For the final statistical analysis, serum creatinine values for each animal were analyzed together with all other individuals from a particular strain, representing the cumulative activity of multiple surgical sessions.
Assessment of renal function and histology-Blood samples were collected into heparinized tubes at 24 hrs of reperfusion. Plasma creatinine was measured with an assay based on the Jaffe reaction by an autoanalyzer (ACE, Alfa Wasserman, Fairfield, NJ) to determine the extent of renal injury. Following the conclusion of the study, kidneys were removed from deeply anaesthetized rats, bisected and fixed by immersion into 10% buffered formalin and stored at room temperature. Formalin fixed tissues were embedded in paraffin and stained using periodic acid Schiff (PAS) for standard histological assessment. Images were acquired using a Nikon Optiphot-2 upright microscope equipped with a Spot digital camera and image acquisition software (version 3.4.5., Diagnostic Instruments). A minimum of 3 cortical and 3 outer medullary field images were obtained using a 20X objective generating a field-of-view of ~.24 mm 2 . Scoring by a blinded reviewer was based on the method described by Kelly et al. to assess the severity of necrotic damage (36) . However, rather than assigning an injury index, the percentage of damaged tubules were quantified using the following classifications: Normal tubules showed no evidence of injury, "moderate" damage was indicated by loss of brush border staining and simplification but no evident necrosis, "severe" damage was indicated by tubules with apparent necrosis, or celluar debris in the lumen. For each kidney, approximately 500 tubules were scored. The percent of damaged tubules was calculated by (number of severe injured tubules) / (total number tubules) X (100).
Data analysis for genomic data from selected chromosomes or narrowed genomic regions
After identifying several consomic strains as manifesting protection again I/R induced AKI, steps were taken to prioritize candidate genes or genomic regions for additional study. First, the genes on protective chromosomes were analyzed for enrichment of either diseaseontology or gene-ontology (GO) annotations. No specific disease or GO enrichment was found for any of the protective chromosomes using the enrichment analysis available through RatMine (http://ratmine.mcw.edu). RatMine, a data warehouse that is powered by InterMine, houses biological data including large-scale functional genomic and proteomic datasets for a wide range of model organisms (fly, rat, yeast, mouse, zebrafish, and worm). Ontology enrichment analysis can be done through template queries (e.g Chromosome -all genes, "find all genes on a chromosome") or by uploading a list of identifiers (e.g. genes) (37) . List-detail pages are generated and provide genomic distribution and enrichment for several ontologies (Gene Ontology, Disease Ontology, Pathway Ontology, and Mammalian Phenotype Ontology) with several options for post-hoc analyses.
The second step in the analysis involved using specific disease ontology (DO maintained by the Comparative Toxicogenomics Database) terms to identify genes on the protective chromosomes. The DO terms for this analysis were "reperfusion injury", "ischemia", and "kidney disease". The protective chromosomes were analyzed for renal function quantitative trait loci (QTL) using the Rat Genome Database (http://rgd.mcw.edu). Finally, for each protective chromosome, the genes related to renal disease, ischemia, reperfusion injury, which were also contained within a renal function QTL, were prioritized as candidate genes for follow-up experiments.
Statistical Analysis-For analysis of serum creatinine, a one-way ANOVA was carried out with the aid of SigmaPlot software (Systat Software, San Jose, CA) after verifying that the dataset was normal and of equal variance. A Holm-Sidak post hoc test was used to evaluate differences between the parental SS/Mcwi and each of the other strains. P < 0.05 was considered significant. For statistical analysis of morphometric scoring, because the scores were similar among the protected consomic strains, those protected consomic strains were grouped for ANOVA and compared with the unprotected SS parental strain, the unprotected consomic strains, as well as with the protected BN parental strain. In silico analysis to identify potential candidate genes that confer protection in AKI. To generate a list of potential candidate genes that play a role in the resistance to ischemic injury found in the BN strain, an in silico analysis was done to identify candidate genes involved in the resistance to I/R induced AKI. A: Number of genes with annotations to three disease ontology (DO) terms (reperfusion injury, ischemia, kidney disease) for the resistant chromosomes (consomics with a resistant phenotype). B: Number of renal function quantitative trait loci (QTL) located on chromosomes that protect against I/R injury. C: Potential candidate genes were identified if gene has DO annotations for reperfusion injury, ischemia, and kidney disease and were found within a renal function QTL. D: Summary of candidate genes and the QTLs that overlap with the candidate genes. Illustrative map of renal QTLs and candidate genes associated with protection from AKI in BN consomic strains. Genome Viewer (GViewer) output from the Rat Genome Database provides a complete genome view of the prioritized candidate genes (indicated in blue) and QTL (indicated in red). These overlapping renal function QTLs were included in the final step of the in silico analysis, and candidate alleles identified using disease ontology terms to narrow the candidate gene list. 
